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Summary_

This is the final report on our one year grant for the study of "Moisture Content and Migration
Dynamics in Unsaturated Porous Media". We proposed fundamental studies of fluid mechanics
and transport in partially saturated soils. Two studies were envisioned. In the first, an

undergraduate student would be involved in the solution of transient diffusion problems in support
of the development of probes for the in-situ measurement of moisture content. In the second,
numerical and analyticalmethods were tobe used tostudy the fundamental problem of meniscus

and saturation from propagation in geometric models of porous

The first project involved Mr. }'ames MacDonald, an undergraduate in Chemical Engineering at
Stanford, working closely with Dr. Boris Yendler, an NRC Fellow at NASA Ames. Dr. Yendler

had responsibilityforthe day today progressof Mr. MacDonald: Prof.Homsy reviewed the work

on a periodicbasisand made some technicalsuggestionsregardingthe seriesexpansion and

inversionof Laplace transforms.Mr. MacDonald and Dr. Yendler have co-authored a paper,a

copy of which isappended.

The second projectbegan with the engagement of Mr. Ahrned Farooq, an advanced PhD studentin

Mechanical Engineering at Stanford. Following some initial discussions between Mr. Farooq, Dr.
Yendler and Prof. Homsy, Mr. Farooq conducted a short assessment of the applicability of
standard 'soilscience'models totreatthe problem of the propagation of saturationfrontsin porous
media. Mr. Farooq's progress was not entirely satisfactory, and it was decided that he should

leave the project. His short report is also appended. Following this, Prof. Homsy took the
opporumity to acquire a flexible finite element program for the solution of meniscus propagation in
pore spaces. This opportunity was afforded by the sabbatical visit of Prof. Bamin Khomami from

Washington University, St. Louis. The program has been acquired and another of Prof. Homsy's
PhD students, Ms. }'can Ro, has familiarized herself with the program and has completed some
benchmark runs. A short description of the program and its capabilities is also attached. Although
the budgeted funds have been expended, Ms. Ro is continuing to work on the problem of
meniscus propagation through geometrically complex pore space, and all publications based on her
work will carry an appropriate acknowledgement to the NASA grant that allowed the acquisition of

the finite element program.
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James MacEkmald

NASA Summary

Project13efmition and Obj',_--liv_

 ork wM a
u_dvity chamc_stics m pern_y sammtea _is. ongom 8 re._arca utilized .a cytindr/e,al "thermal

probe" c_amin/nll a heat source and a transducer in ruder m measure thermal dismpation within a
homo_nom partially mmmmd soil that WU _ via prmocol (please see attw.t/meat "Moisture
Measurements" for reasonins of probe selection). An IBM _.computer was then used to intmpret the
U'ansdu=r pulses result/aS in profdes c/"tern.j_erat__ venus ume. These pr_m were then Utilized to beck-
calculate the thermal conductivity of the mcdimt. The problem was that the resulting .l_u differed
depending ca the spatial placement c/"the sensors. For example. ,f a semof wu...placed m the medium a
temperature Inuflle would be obtained, but if the same smsor was plac_l in a different area of the
hcmo_ medium, a different profile was obte/ned.

The multlple curves show a difference both in mal_tudc and dope during short I/me, but the long
time data only shows a magn/tude offset which is presumed to be due to the c/'fset intmduoed in .the shaft
time resime. This observed offset is hypothesized-to be a .r_t of variaficms in the. contact msistivRy at the
sense's surface. The variance occurred due to difference m soil packi_ around the sens_ upon each
inserticm. This work will attemlX to minimize cr eliminate the variance m the contact mmevity effect in
order to corpse the numetmm exlxa_enlal curves into one accurate curve which will allow the calculation
of the medium's thermal conductivity.

A n_mch To Solution

Prim- to this work, the f'ust attempt to isolate the contact resistivity resulted in applyin 8 the
cylindrical "thermal l:mbe" equaflam derived by B_* to the data. "r_ included both the orisinal
equaticm and the Ion8 tlme Izrobeaud short time medium equatlom he ccm_ in an attem_pt to account
for the cu_duclivity ¢_ the probe. Without knowins lhe heat transfer coefficient, the v_iable that describes
the contact resistivity, or tbe thermal mnductivity c/"the medium, the theoretiC, equations fix shmt and lee 8

was carried out for multiple runs within the same_,-e were solved for both terms. This same_
meditan but failed to reprO..uce a consistent the..mini._vity. .

. This failureb_t into quest/on the validit_ c/"one of the primary assumFaona c_ Blackwell's
onBinal equati_ - that the composite of the sensor lllelf provides no resistance to the _ Secondly, the
appiimhih'ty of hit "omn.l_ed" eqm_ticm that accmmt fro"the conte_ remtivity am que_oned in this
s/amado. In ord_'' to Sam better i/ffotmation about the mnta_ resi_vity, this work/eder/ves Binckwdl's

more _ inl-onnalZcmabout the time m_me where contact remsuwty m ommmmt m mxle_ to eliminate
thc observed

Sm..m_ ofResults

The prclimina_ re_tta8 short time equatioa with first term a_ons resulta in the followin8
eqta.im in the Laplace dom_

[, Bio -1121
I+ ---_s

•
TI [. Bio -I/2 2Bio_-l]

lBiackwdl. J.H. A Tm_kst.Flow Method for Dcter_,atio, ,_fT_mml Commnt: of lnadatla8 Ma_riakr ia Bale
Al_lr_dL]_lti_ VoL 25. Numb= 2. Fehnm_. 1954. p. 137.144.
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where

2Q'R HR XL TI.R _ T2.R _,-_-_= S_o--_- , _2 c2)

and Q' is the power supplied per unit area of the sensor, R is the radius of the sensor, k I is the thermal

conductivity of the sensor, To is the characteristic ternS, H is the heat Irmmfer coefficient, k,_ is the
thermal conductivity of the medium, D 1is the diffusivity of the probe and D./is the d/ffusivity of the
reed/urn. F.xluaticm(I) _nts a m,c_..accurate appmximatlon than Blackwell's equation. If the third
lenn of the denominate., la. Equati_. (I) 18dropped,-the _ ia _. ted wlth the &Tayl_
expansion, and finally the mver_ Laplace tran_orm is taken the equation _uces to t_e exact equation
Blackwell pe_teated:

Tp -@[ t Bio( t_..)2 16Bio 2, t ,2, t ,112+0(t3)]+ . O)

The next step was to take the second term appmx_adon which resulted in the foUow/n8 equation
which is still in the Laplace transform doma_

[I Blo -2 . 4B|o 3 . -813 4 B|o -I 3 Bio . -I12]

_,-_L -2T-T_.'"_-,,-,,="="_'_" "<F'F: >' "_='_'_''T---T_'_'I
" . 2Bio ---$I 2 _l_io ale _.2 . sate ate S . -4/2 "I (4)

Tp TI I I- 1 2 "1"2 "'1"2 , 1 2 "'2 2 J

I(TSI + 4Bio_ B|o -1 3 +TI' _)s +(_2-----'_ T31,_,,_,)/2,3B,o -1, Jl

where s/s the transform variable. _ equation is ctarentty bein8 reviewed and f_her.re_ta should be
available by January 1, 1.996. The ini.'_al division cd"this soluflca2_ a Taylor .expa_. on prcxiuces an
poor___ __ Th_mv_d_=e_. _ do,,_v e e=.,_. • _mc_ as
Blackwell's solutim_ but the expected deviatitm ccctn m the coe_csc_m wmcn mcx:qxxate the thermal
conductivity of the probe. Another appmxi__ tton technique is c ur_ntly bein 8 musht.

Prelimin_ results show incliaion of the lnube msisanee a_tecs the short time tem_ .pt_lle
.mludou __. by ekckwelL Although the dms dependence remains the same. the coe_cie_ ._ow
mSn//"icantdeviauon. 'Ibis deviadan p_, rides prom/m that a more accum_....dudon will be obtained and
uldmately lead to en Imladoa of the vanm:e provided by the ec_act misttvity.

Overall Summary

Onsom 8 resm_ investiSetln8 ee_mal med_vides of perdatly _mnUed _ has lcd to thc need
for an improved _ model Of cyUndd'cal _ scmom". _..u/_ have led to.the
ob_=_.._ of,,_ tern._ _pr_e_forthem h_o_ .n_._m_ Th__ mda_
a_,ition has been hypothesized to be due to.a venance m con_tct remsflvi_ _ the probe s surf.ace because
of vaned soil packin s around tSe probe upon. m_rttoa. Prevkmly, Blsckwell s short and Ion8 _me

lX_tle equatiom were uttlized in an aem_ to iterate fc_ e_e values c_ both e_e _
ccmdu_vity end the heat Iransfer ooefftc/eat, the vadal_ descdb/n 8 the conlact resisti_ty. This itentlim_ _
failed to provide a nspmducibl_ _ _vity. This work has improved upoa a ha.it a_umpeon c_
Blackw_ll's work - t_t the probe itmlf Inowdes no resimno_ to heat .m_.__,, Inazporal_ the heat
mmsfcr into the probe within the model-l_s led to a deviation from Blackwell s work. The first term
al_'ma are identical but lhe _ ..t_xl telm aplm3_matt_m _ow the _me time
dependencewithd/fluentccefflcien_. ThecontimnnSw_c_,._ho_dpt_vi_ a moreaecuratemathemati_
model which willallowtheisolal/c_ofcontactresi_v/tys influence and thua allow a consistentand
accuraus th_rn_! conductivity to _ m'aluaU_
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MOISTURE MEASUREMENTS

The most important indicationof water state(_p_cialLy snmicrogravity)would be the d/rcct

rne_ureme.nt of the freeenergy statusof the water inthe system, O/yen the freeenergy distributionof
the water in arooc module, movement and availability to plants could be easily calculated. Matrix
potential (energy level) can be m_s_cd d.i.reeUy by a tensiomet¢.r, but these sensors are typically bulky,
require sign/_cant cax¢, and have not been proven in space yet (Ref. 4). Since moisture content and
matr/x potemtial arc funet/ons of one another, matrix potential is usually inferred from water content
me&q_Lq.

Current state-of-the-art method_ for determining mb-strate water content include neutron attenuation,
8aroma ray atteauazlon, gypsum blocks, Time Domain Reflectometry CTDR), aud heat pulse. The first
two methods, neutron sztenuation and gamma ray"attcauat/ou, pose a radiatlou hazard and tend to be
bulkT_ devices. Gypsum blocks have been available for terrestrial measurcn'_,nts for years, but they
r_uire high fi'cquencies and arc not overly sensitive. The TDR n',_thod has become popular because it
is flex/hie, accurate, and measures rapidly. Traditionzi TDR does require complex circuitry, however,
and uses high radio f_.qucncies (2 - 3 OHz) which would cause concern aboard a spacecraft. SmalLer,
mon_ portable, capacitance-based TDR units are being developed which may increase their potential for
use in space. Whereas. the gypsum block method relates electrical to water'content, the heat pulse
method uses changes in thermal conductivity to infer moisture level (l_,ef. 4).

The heat pulse-type sensor was widely used for moisture level measurements in substrates during plant
experiments (Refs. 1, 2, 5, and 6). Based on the experience gamed from these experternents and
measurements from prototype sensors, a heat puLse-type sensor was developed for the GEMS unit. A
TDB,-type system was also investigated, but it was determined that the cost and long qualification time
required for acceptance Of this type sensor made it unacceptable, Limitation in power requirements,
electromagnetic emissions, and automation aboard a spacecraft place stringent constraints on available
measurement techniques. While the heal pul_-type sensor has the advantages of low average power
consumption and simplistic destgu, it also has the disadvantase of depending on heat conductivity for
measurement instead of a direct measurement of moisture content or matrix potential of the media.
Other factors like particle diameter of a subserve and resistance toa heat flow between a moisture sensor
tad surrounding media, referred to as contact resistance, can affect a he_t pulse measurement of
moisture level within a substrate.

Recently. heat pulse sensors hax, e been developed with a solid porous ceramic coating (Ref. 6). These
season correlate the water content of the ceramic costing with the sensor temperature rise. Because the
teml_rature rise of the sensor iS dependent on the, water content of the ceramic coating, other factors like
parucle diameter cause less impact on the sensor readings. When placed in a soil, the water potenti_d of
the ceramic comes into equilibrium with the flee energy level of the water in the soil. Hence, the sensor
can be calibrated directly as a function of the water potential of the surrounding media. Because the

• probe is in cmuttant and rigid contact with the ceramic, the problems a.tsociated with the use of bare
probes In varying sized media (contact resisumce) is eliminated.

Although the ceramic surrounding the probe bus a known temperature rise to water potential (water
conten0 relationship, the use of the sensor 15 dependent on the abi/ity of the ceramic to exchange water
with the matrix to be measured. The ceramic used in those a.ppLication_ is usually rather fine grained to
match the structures of agricultural soils. It has since been dtscovered that the system does not work

effectively with the lart[e grained sub*_mtes used in space. The probe must stay in equilibrium with the
is posszble onlysubstrale. _ if the hydraulic conductivity, of the small grained ceramic has a similar

unsaturated by draulic conductivity as the substrate, The substrate used in Svet system does not meet this
requirement. Selec_ag smaller subsa'atas will eventually allow the direct measurement of matrix
potential usinil this tensor.
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Propagation of menisci into pore space:
Simulation by finite elements

Jean Ro

The finite element method has been successfully applied to non-linear fluid mechanics problems.
Finite element algorithms make use of the weak forms of the basic equations of motion and
continuity equations. The solution is obtained as an approximation to the unknown functions
using trial functions defined over individual elements. The main advantage of the finite element
method is that the elements do not have to be of uniform size or shape. Therefore, irregular
domains require no special handling - a particular advantage in dealing with free boundary
problems such as ours. In addition, more efficient computation can be achieved by using smaller
elements in regions of rapid variations of the dependent variables, or by raising the degree of the
polynomials which are used as trial functions.

For application to free boundary problems, or when the fluid is viscoelastic, it is useful to work
with stress as a dependent variable. The weak form of the equation of motion contains stresses
which are implicit functions of the velocity field, since in the general non-Newtonian case, stress
components cannot be given as algebraic functions of the velocity components and their
derivatives. Prof. Khomami's finite element code treats the deviatoric stress tensor as the sum of
the polymeric (TI0 and Newtonian (TO solvent stress tensor, with the two being related to
appropriate flow variables by a given constitutive relations. In the mixed method, the exwa
stresses are treated as unknowns, and are assumed as linear combinations of trial functions just as
the velocity and the pressure are treated. Newtonian flow problems can be treated simply by
setting the polymeric stress components to zero and using the Newtonian relationship between
stress and rate of swain. For viscoelastic flow problems, this mixed method is combined with the
elastic-viscous split stress technique (EVSS) in which the deviatoric stress is divided into elastic
and viscous portions, with the viscous part including the Newtonian contributions from both the

solvent part of the stress and the polymer part. The advantage of adopting the EVSS method is that
convergent solutions can be obtained regardless of the value of the ratio between the solvent
viscosity and the viscosity of the solution since equations are rewritten in an explicitly elliptic way.
The overall strategy in the code is to solve the continuity and momentum equations, which contain
an elliptic operator, by Galerkin's method, and to compute stresses by Streamline Upwinding
Petrov-Galerkin method (SUP(}) which is suitable for hyperbofic equations. Quadrilateral
elements are allowed. Biquadratic shape functions are used for stresses and velocity, and bilinear
shape functions are used for the rate of strains and pressure. There are total of ten variables per
element.

The finite element method is well suited for ourfreesurface problem with the irregular domain. In
our iterative formulation, the finite element solver mentioned above is used to solve for the two
dimensional flow with the kinematic and tangential stress boundary conditions imposed on the
assumed free boundary which is unknown a-priori. Then the computed pressure and normal
stresses, together with the normal stress balance, are used to correct the free boundary location.
That is accomplished by solving the differential equation resulting from the normal stress balance
equation using the finite element method with one dimensional free surface as our domain. The
normal stress condition depends on the curvature of the free surface, whereas the kinematic and
tangential stress boundary conditions depend only on surface orientation. Therefore, the normal
stress scheme mentioned above is more likely to converge than other possible schemes.

We are currently in the process of validation of this procedure by solving the problem of meniscus
propagation between parallel plates at finite capillary number. This will be followed by a study of
meniscus propagation between spatially varying walls more appropriate to geometric models of
porous media.



Flow of Water through a Bed of Packed Spheres

A. Farooq

Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305.

1 Introduction

Some recent experiments (Yendler et at. 1993) have investigated the propagation of water

through a bed of packed spheres. The motivation is to investigate the propagation of water in

micro-gravity environments with the objective of growing plants in space. Their experimental

set up is shown schematically in Figure 1. It consists of a long channel of length L and height

H which is packed with spheres of diameter Dp. This packed bed is fed with water (through

a mechanism not shown, see original paper for more details) without any hydraulic head, so

that the driving force for propagation is dominated by capillarity. The experiment consists

of recording the movement of water as it propagates through an initially dry bed.

The geometric parameters of the experiment are the dimensions of the set up, (given as

L = 188.9mm, H = 12.Tram, from Yendler, 1993), the sphere diameter, DiD for which values

of 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 (all diameters in ram), and the porosity of the bed e which has been

reported to be in the range • _ 0.395 - 0.421. Note that in any given experiment, beads of

only a single size are used.

Defining the saturation 8, to be the fractional water content in the bed, (8,,_ = e), the

experiment records 5 which is some suitable value of 8, (say 0.99e) as a function of time

t. As is well known from the theory of two-phase immiscible capillary flow through porous



media (to be developedin the next section), 6 .-_ v/t.

In figure 2 we have redisplayed the results obtained by Yendler (1993). Figure 2a shows a

plot of g as a function of t for smaller sphere sizes, (Dp = 0.5, 0.7, 1.0) and 2b shows the

same for Dp = 1.5, 2.0, ram. The interesting observation is that the rate of propagation is

lower for the larger spheres. In the next section we will develop the equation governing the

flow of liquid in unsaturated media and try to understand this peculiar behaviour.

2 Mathematical Formulation of Governing Equations

The equation governing the propagation of water through packed beds is the Pdchard's

equation, given below (in dimensional form):

a0 _ v.Dvo + (1)
cgt dO _/

where D = k-_. Here lp is the capillary pressure and is a function of 0 alone, k is the

permeability of the medium. Hence the diffusion coe_cient D, is also a function of 0 making

(1) a non-linear diffusion equation. The second term on the right hand side of (1) accounts

for the effect of buoyancy. Richard's equation is based on the principle of continuity and

D'Arcy's law. I

iThe continuityequationis #s (_) V_b,fora suitable_/+ V.u = 0 and D'Arcy'slaw isgivenby u = -

pressure_b,which in our casecan be decomposed intocapillarityand hydraulicheads: _ = _b(0)% pgl/.

Combining the above threeexpressionsyields(1)aftersome algebraicrearrangement.



According to Buckley-Leverett theory (see Bear 1972), the capillary head can be related to

the surface tension and permeability of the medium as fonows:

=  JCe) (2)

where cris the surface tension and 3(0) is a function characteristicof the medium. The

permability k ,isa function of both the nature of the porous media as well as the saturation

0. It is common to scale the permeability with respect to the characteristicgrmn sizeof the

medium, (in our case, Dp) and a relativepermeability to account for differencesin saturation

as,

= D,G(0) (3)

where G(0) isthe relativepermeability. We note that both G(0) and J(0) axe 0(1).

2.1 Non-dimensionalization

Choosing the characteristiclength scale as H, the height of the apparatus, and g-_ as the

characteristictime scale,(1) can be cast as:

80 , 80

0--_ -- V.GJ'VO + 2GG Bo-_ (4)

where r is the rescaled time, mad X, Y are the rescaled coordinates. The dimensionless

group, Bo = _ is the Bond number and gives the relative importance of gravity and
o"

surface tension (capillarity). We note thst D has the scale -_-z_D , and thus the diffusivity

scales linearly with Dp.

3



2.2 Flow with Bo--. 0

Setting T_ -- G(O)J'(O) in (4) we obtain in the limit Bo _ 0

00
= V.'DVO

Or
(s)

Seeking a one dimensional solution to (5), we write it as:

00 0 _ 00

=  --2vT2 (6)

with inital and boundary conditions given by

0=0 for X>0, r=0

O=e for X=O, v>O

Equation (5) with associated initial and boundary conditions admits a similarity solution in

the similarity variable, 7/= _ and

where f(_/) = O(X, v). Solutions to this ODE can be obtained aftermaking suitable assump-

tions for the functional dependence of 2:)= 9(0). Ifitis assumed that T) is a constant, then



0.46 1.194 1.425

0.75 1.533 2.350

1.00 1.493 2.229

1.50 0.723 0.273

2.00 0.100 0.010

D

3.097

3.130

2.229

0.182

0.005

Table 1: This table shows the effective diffusivity, D and examines the validity of its scaling

with respect to Dp.

the solution has the form of the familiar complimentary error function. For D = D(8), the

equation becomes non-linear and generally needs to be solved numerically. This has been

done by Phillip (1955), which can be consulted for more details. The results in Phi]lip (1955)

show that the basic structure of the solutions remains the same as for linear diffusion, the

exact profile being a strong function of the diffusion coefficient. Hence the locus of points for

g0=0.99 behaves as as ,-- _r_-_. as has been observed in Figure 2(a,b), where the propagation

rate is shown to scale as v/t 2. Yendler et al (1993) also calculate the effective diffusivity,

T3 by fitting a line I - mv_ + b to the data of figure 2. Their results are given in table (1)

where D = m 2, is the effective (dimensional) diffusivity.

The last column of the table examines the scaling of the effective diffusivity D with respect

to Dp, the grain size and surprisingly, the relationship does not hold for Dp > 0.75. The

only assumption in equation (1) is is D'Arcy's law which assumes that the Reynolds number

2Yendler et al have presented their results for urmcaled (dimensional time}



Dp, mm U (cm/min)

0.50 33.33

0.75 20.00

1.50 6.00

2.00 0.26

ReD,

2.75

2.50

1.50

0.53

Table 2: This table shows the Reynold's number, ReD, for the range of Dp considered.

of the flow is low. There is considerable experimental data (see for example Bird, Stewart,

Lightfoot , 1960, page 198) which suggests that D'Arcy's law is valid for a pore Reynolds

number, ReD, < 10.

v , using v =Using data available from the experiments, we have estimated ReD, =

10-6m2_ -1 and found the value to be less than 3 for all the pore sizes considered from 0.50

to 2.0. This is shown in table (2) where the velocity (as obtained from experiments) and the

calculated Reynolds number are given

The capillary number, Ca = _ has been found to be of the order of 10 -4 (using _r =
¢r ,

70 x 10 -3 Nm -t, and a reference velocity scale). Thus the capillary forces are domina_at

with respect to at the pore scales. Hence we conclude that (1) should correctly predict the

behaviour of the fluid in the given range of sphere diameters.

6



2.3

Dp, mm Bo

0.50 1.57

0.75 2.35

1.00 3.14

1.50 4.71

2.00 6.28

Table 3: This table shows the Bond number, Bo for the range of Dp considered.

Effect of Bond number, Bo

Horizontal propagation of water through a bed of packed spheres was studied with the

implicit assumption that gravity is not an important factor, and hence the model could be

used to study similar situations in microgravity environments. This assumption now needs

to be re-evaluated in light of the discrepency observed between one-dimensional theory as

developed in the previous section and the experimental results.

Using p -- 10 a, 9 = 10, _, - 70 × 10 -a, and H = 12 x 10 -a, (all in SI units) the Bond number

is calculated and shown in table (3). We note that Bo > 2.5 for the larger spheres and hence

gravity is significant in (1) and cannot be ignored.



3 Conclusion and suggestion for further work

We have shown that the Bond number is significantly large (greater than 1) for the larger

sphere diameters under consideration and hence gravity plays a significant role in the outcome

of the experiment. This could be responsible for the diminished rate of propagation that has

been observed, a

It may be possible to overcome this difllculty, simply by controlling the Bond number. Since

we may desire to maintain the grain size and the size of the apparatus at current values, the

only parameters left are the liquid density and surface tension. Hence it may be possible

to conduct the experiment successfully by a suitable choice of liquid, with higher surface

tension and lower density. Table 3 suggests that a factor of 6 - 10 reduction in Bond number

would be sufficient.
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Figure 1: Schemstic Lsyout of the Experiment.
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Figure 2: Experimental results obtained by Yendler (lgg3).
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